
PROFITABLE BOBCAT SCOUTING 
 

 On a warm September morning I idled the Honda ATV along a small, dusty two-track 
dirt road, then followed a fork to the right which promised to lead into a big box canyon. Ahead 
on the horizon stood a tall frame of rocky peaks, dressed with patchy juniper stands and the 
occasional pinion. A flat plain of tall blue sage led to the base of the mountains proper. Up 
ahead, I could see the outline of a water catchment device, called a guzzler, placed just below a 
saddle formed by two rock outcrops where the sage flat met the base of the mountain.  
 
 I was scouting for bobcats and this canyon reeked with the presence of cats. But were 
there really cats here? If so, where could I quickly and most efficiently find evidence of the cats? 
And how could I make some sort of determination how many cats could possibly be trapped 
here?  
 
 I consider scouting for bobcats to be the most important component of making a good 
catch of cats. It stands to reason then, that the better you are at scouting (and assuming you 
properly construct and locate your sets), the more cats you’ll catch. But how do you effectively 
and efficiently scout for bobcats? My first step always starts at the computer. I use GoogleEarth 
(a free Internet satellite image program) which shows dramatic detail of the earth’s surface from 
a “bird’s eye view.” Once I’ve selected an area I think has cats, I scan the area from the sky, 
looking for access roads, water sources, rocky canyons, buttes, brushy washes and other features 
I think will hold cats. I try to map out possible routes where I can access the most potential set 
locations with the most efficient travel (i.e. no dead end roads, etc.). My visit to the canyon I 
described at the beginning of this article came about because I found the guzzler on GoogleEarth, 
and then noted the rocky areas in close proximity.  
 
 With a good image of the area in my head, its time to go put some boots on the ground. I 
typically plan at least two trips into a potential area. One secret is to make the first scouting trip 
as soon as your cat trapping season closes. Why? A number of reasons: cats are still in their 
winter travel patterns just like during trapping season; they may also be in the last throws of 
mating and chances of finding scratches and scrapes is enhanced; you can see if other trappers 
have been operating in an area that you intend to trap; and late winter/early spring storms may 
leave mud or snow which will help tracking.  
 
 On my first trip to the area, I’m seeing how the country all “fits” together. I’m also 
zeroing in on potential set locations – canyon mouths, large prominent trees, rock piles, ledges, 
overhangs, sandy washes, and so forth. I want to see if other trappers are working this area (I trap 
public land exclusively). If I’m on target, there should be cat tracks, scat, toilets, scratches and 
scrapes. If I’m in a jackpot area, I may find where a cat killed a rabbit or a chukar. I catalog this 
sign according to its value: fresh droppings are better than old; droppings are more valuable than 
tracks; multiple piles of droppings are good, but multiple sizes of droppings is better. High on 
my list are game birds, particularly chuker. Show me a chukar and I will show you a bobcat.  
 
 I mark these locations on my handle bar-mounted GPS. When I get home, I transfer my 
data to my GoogleEarth map, using the different “pins” or other symbols the program uses. My 
system uses a yellow pin to indicate where I have caught a cat previously; a water symbol 



indicates either a spring, pond or guzzler; a green arrow indicates a scratch, toilet, pile of 
droppings or a “dig” as my friend Joe Bennett calls them. A dig is where a cat scrapes a hole, but 
doesn’t deposit droppings. Typically they urinate in the hole (my dog, who loves to trail bobcats, 
will spend long periods sniffing deeply at these digs). A dig is as valuable as a toilet.   
 
 With this information in hand, I can now start forming some opinions about how many 
cats are in the area, which will tell me how many sets I should plan to use, and what sort of catch 
to anticipate. I also exclude certain areas that don’t show enough cat sign to warrant my effort. 
For myself, if the area is more than 50 miles from home, I exclude an area unless I’m confident I 
can catch at least 6 cats there. I work on a $350 average sale price for my cats, so 6 cats should 
generate about $2,000. When I factor in two pre-season scouting trips, one trip to set up the area, 
and at least three checks, that’s at least 6 trips to the area and I figure the area justifies the 
expense and time. If the price of cats dips, my requirements increase; if the price increases, I may 
not be so picky.  
 
 How do you know how many cats there are to catch? Its an educated guess at best, but I 
count at least one cat for every active toilet. If I see one random set of tracks, that’s a “maybe;” if 
I see several sets of tracks in the immediate area, or tracks going two different directions, that 
counts as one cat. Scat or toilets in high lonesome, out of the way areas are generally made by 
traveling toms so I figure fewer catches will be made there than in hunting areas like a creek 
bottom, sage flat or beaver pond more frequented by females and younger cats. Then I have to 
factor in the distance between areas of sign. Cats are great travelers so I want to make sure that 
the sign I saw in Canyon A wasn’t made by the same cat whose sign I saw in Canyon B.  
 
 I make the second scouting trip in the fall. Typically cats aren’t moving as much as they 
will in the winter, so I scale back my expectations for finding sign and tracks, but its nice to see 
good sign in the fall. More often than not, I will set trail cameras on trails or near water holes 
where I think there are cats to confirm their presence. I also begin using lures and baits at 
potential trap locations. These will become places of interest where cats will stop to check out 
the different odors I place there every time they are in the area. Generally I use smells that are 
different than those I will be using during trapping season to keep their interest at peak levels. 
Fish and fish meal, beaver carcasses/meat, and tinctured castor are all odors that will be 
attractive to cats. If droppings are present, I soak them with heavy doses of cat urine. Often when 
I return to place traps, I see where cats have visited these odors and have left their sign as well, 
increasing the attractiveness of my set.  
 
 Going back to my visit to the area I described at the beginning of this article, I noted a 
small outcrop of volcanic rock, about the size of a car, just on the southern edge of the sage flat. 
When I walked over to look at the base of the rock, there in the soft sand was a small pile of 
droppings of varying degrees of freshness. Bingo! That cat was as good as on my stretcher. A 
third of a mile away, the small saddle above the guzzler also showed a fresh dig, but I figured it 
was the same cat that had visited the rock pile down in the sage. And one of the little drainages 
flowing down from the higher hills showed a fresh cat track in the sandy bottom. I marked all the 
indicators on my GoogleEarth map, and in my log book, I put a number “2,” indicating I 
expected at least a pair of cats to come from this area. Although there was evidence of prior 
trapping in the box canyon, the sets were old and hadn’t been used in at least 3-4 years.  



 
 When December rolled around, I quickly set 6 sets in the box canyon at the areas I had 
previously determined during my September visit. First check, I picked up an average tom in the 
set above the guzzler. Next trip produced a big female down in the flat, and when I picked up my 
traps on the final check, I was pleased to have another decent tom in the sandy wash. All told, I 
was in and out of the canyon in just a couple of weeks and on to greener pastures. While there 
may have been a chance at more cats in that canyon, my scouting showed that three cats was a 
good catch, and if there were other cats, they needed to be left for seed. And sure enough, when I 
returned this March immediately after the close of the season, I saw a fresh set of cat tracks in 
some lingering snow on the north side of a big Juniper. My upcoming fall trip will tell me if the 
cat has company.  


